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ln general there are three methods of storing rice: (1) storage of u出ul・
ed耐 orpa.ddy (必mi)，(2)針。rageof hulled rice ( Gemnai・)and (3) storage of 
white rice (Hakumai). The storage of 4.mhulled rice is of course the most safe 
method， but it is rarely done:あecausein our ma揖etsunhulled rice is not 
handled at al and it is a long standing custum to pay rent with hulled rice. 
White rice iβnot 6tted ror $torage，同船lseit can 10t be stored il1 safety long 
whiJre. 1n Formosa， K飯田， Chil'¥il'， iJn.dia and other countries the storage of 
unhulled干iceis most common， but in ]apan the storagcr of the hulled rice is 
most common. Since hulled tke is much damaged by insects and mould， a 
study of storing .ethods is important. 
Since 1915 the writer has studied this problem with particular reference 
to the change of the physical properties of hulled rice while in storage. The 
results of the investigations have been r叩ortedin detail in ]apanese7l and in 
the present paper the writer want to describe these results briefly. 
I. Temperature of rice in otraw-bags. 
Since the temperatu問 ofrice is a very important problem in rice-storage. 
.・
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in the first place the writer made a study of the question from 1916 to 1925， 
using the severaI kinds of hulled rice which was stored in a granaηr of the 
Ohara-1nstitute. 
The temperature'of the grain in straw-bags varies with the temperature of 
the granary according to the season. 1n summer the rice temperature is of 
course highest and in winter lowest. One example of the observations is given 
in the foIlowing. 
1n 1916--1919， during 4 years， the writer observed the temperature of 
huIled rice of “Shinriki " . and at the same time the air temperature of the 
granaη， onthe 15th of every month， at10 a. m. The results are as foIlows: 
Table I. 
Table I. 
Tempera'旬開 ofrice a.nd a.ir旬mperatureln出.egra.na.ry， 
制 10a.m.， 15也 ofevery mon他 (CC).
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τnere is littIe variation in the temperature of rice in the course of a day; 
rather it is almost constant， but the temperature of the granary varies greatly 
in this time， just as the air temperature out of doors. The temperatu問 ofrice 
is therefore on the course of any one day not always equa1 to that of the gran-
aη， itseIf. 
The temperature of the rice alwa戸 differsfrom the temperatu問 ofthe 
granary. GeneraIly， the former is higher than the latter in summer and au-
tumn， and es戸ciaIIyin September and October the di能rencein temperature 
is very gr回 t. For example， inSeptember 1922 the comparitive temperature 
of the rice and granary was taken with the foIlowing results. (S民 Table2). 
It was observed once， inSeptember 1921， that the rice temperature at 10 
a. m. was 7-10 degrees higher than that of granary. 
1n winter and spring on the contraη， the rice temperature is Iower than 
that of the granary and in January and Februarγthe difference between the 
respective temperatures is very great. In February 1922 the comparison was 
as foIlows: (See Table 3.) 
‘ 
4・
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Table 2. 
Comp町 isonof也.erice and也egrana"ry tempera旬開
in September 1922 (・C)・栗 山 O3.m 10 a. m. 2 p.m‘ 6p.m. lop.m. 
grana. I nce I grana 口白 吋 mlganald grana.1 ri¥信temp. I temp. I temp. I temp. temp. I temp temp. I temp. 
。 ‘' 。 。 。 。 。 u ‘' 。 . 
Sept. 2， 1922 21，5 Zψ，7 27，9 29，7 28，0 29.7 28.8 宜9，5 29.5 29，1 29，4 29.8 
. 3 . 28.8 29.9 28.0 29.8 28.3 29，7 29，0 29.7 29.3 29.9 29.7 30.0 
. 4 . 28，3 30.0 28，2 30，0 28，7 30.0 28.9 30.0 28，7 30，0 28.3 30，0 
. 5 . 28.2 30，0 28，2 30.0 28，0 29.9 28.6 29.9 29.0 29.9 28.9 30，0 
Average . . 28，45 29.9 28，08 29.&8 28.25 29，83 28，82 29，8.1 29.13 29，99 28.83 29.95 
Difference between 
granary 3nd rice +1.45 +1，8 +1.58 +1.0 +0，7 +1，12 
temperature 
Table 3. 
Comparison ofぬerice and出egranary色empera'組問
in February 1922 (・c)・
『之ごE一¥泊階一¥一ih、h、、、T誌』同ζ~ 6 a.m. I03.m. 2p. m. 6 p.m. I 10 p. m. …e uanale ganalnce 州問叫 ri信temp. I temp. temp. I temp. temp. I temp. temp. I temp. I temp. I temp. 。 ‘' 。 ‘' a u 。
Feb. 3， 192 . . . . 6，0 3，8 5，9 5，0 6，1 4，1 6，5 4，6 
. 4 .. . . . 6.0 4，9 4.8 5，8 5，2 6，1 5，2 ! 5.3 5，1 
. 5 .. . . . 6，1 5，3 4，3 5，2 5，0 5，3 6，3 5.1 5，3 5，1 
Average 6，01 4，67 5，1 5.0 5，O3 4，87 6，3 4，87 5，47 4，93 
Difference between granary and -1，36 ー0，1 -0，76 -1，43 -O， ~4 fl田 temperature 
In January 1918 at 10 a. m. the tempぽatureof the rice w踊 2，9degrees 
Iower than that of the granary. 
The air temperature in the granary increases in proportion to the height， 
and temperature of rice in straw-bags varies with the air tem戸rature. (S偲
Table 4). The grain in the higher position always having a higher temperature 
than that of the lower， it is therefore veη， important that the upper part of the 
building should be provided with sufficient ventiIation to deduce the tem-
perature. As itis above stated， insummer the rice tempera旬reis hig her than 
the granary temperature generally (See Table 2)， but the writer observed that 
in the upper part of granary it is just contrary， the former is lower than the 
latter， because the tempera知reof the air inereases much more than the rice 
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temperature with the increase of the height of a granary. 1n winter the rice 
temperature is always lower than the air temperature in eveηr position of the 
grana庁・ The results of the observations of the temperature and humidity in 
the different positions of the grana庁， in August 1924 and in February 1925 
are given in Table 4・
No.of 
the 
gran3. 
1. 
2. 
3・
Table 4・
Temperature of也erice and也egranary ("C) and也erelative 
humidity (%) in the granary air in Au忠1st1924 
and February 1925， at2 p. m. 
Upper position Middle position Lower P'百itin Maximum 
Date of temp.of 。b関門ation ricelgma 同13t mhranalreM rimgmarM the out 
temp.1 temp.lhumid temp. I temp. Ihumid目 temp， I temp. Ihumid， d∞r 
。 . % . u ヲー 。 . 789ρ 6 。August 13. 16 & 30，4 32，S 51，7 29，9 30，8 65，7 28，4 28，3 37，1 18. 1924 
August 20. 21 & 29，1 29，9 74，3 28，6 21，5 83，3 27，9 26，9 92.3 34，7 26. 1924 
February 10， 11， 
4.7 5，6 59，1 4.3 5，1 62，6 4，0 4，8 65，0 6， 12， & 13・1925
Hulled and unhuIled grain di能rin temperature， unhuIled grain (必刈
in straw-bags， according to the observation， insummer and autumn being a 
litle lower than that of hulled grain (Genmai). The foIIowing table shows 
the results. 
Table 5. 
Comparison of也etemperature of hul1ed and 
unhulled rice (paddy). 
July 
hulled rice1l' 25，3" 26，4 
paddy2l…， 25，4' 26，1 
Note. 1) Av町ageof 3 samples， ob時rvationof 1916-1919・
2) 1 sample， observation of 191い 919・
dife-
rence 
19，6' +2，2 
18，8 ， +1，4 
The temperature of rice varies mainly with the air temperature of the 
granary as'stated aJready， but， the moisture of rice and various kinds of insects 
in the straw-bags play a great roIl in the raising of temperature of rice. 1f the 
moisture of rice is more， then the temperature is higher， as may be already 
known. This is especiaIIy noticeable in summer and autumn， but not in win-
t訂. From the point of view of the moisture the humidity of the air in a 
grana庁 mustbe noticed. 1t w鎚 observedthat the humidi守 ofthe air in a 
granarγdecreases with the height as Table 4 shows， and is g問atestin the 
ー
， 
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lower part of the granaη'. It must be therefore very important by some 
equipment to dry the air in the lower part of the granary. 
Several ・kindsof insects in the straw-bags， especially Calandra 0ヴ'3at，
which is in summer veη， numerous， raise the temperature of the rice to a 
‘gπat degree. 1n October 1 5， J 921 it was observed that the temperature of 
hulled rice， much infested by Calandra 0ヴsae，was 26，30C and that the tem-
perature of the granary was 16，80C， or a diffcrence of 9，50C. Rice in the 
straw-bags was fumigated with Carbon-disulphide and 80% of the insects were 
destroyed. After 4 days the temperature w田 registeredagain， the rice being 
2Z，70C and the gr組訂y19，60C or a difference of 3，loC， which shows that the 
presence of insects causes an increase in temperature to a great degree. 
For the storage of grains， especially for the problem of the temperature 
and moisture， itis also ¥'釘γimportantto consider the relation between the 
outdoor air and the air inside the granary. Care should be taken to open the 
doors of the granary when the out-door air is drier and cooler than the air 
inside， but to keep the doors shut when the contraη， isthe case. 
1. Moisture of rice. 
When the rice contains much moisture， the respiration and self heating of 
grains become active， insects and micro-organisms thrive and the quality of rice 
deteriorates. Therefore rice must always be as dry as possible. As the mois-
ture of rice is affected by the atmospheric humidity in a great degree， the varia-
tion of moisture of rice grains during the time of storage was studied. From 
1915 to J922 several kinds of hulled rice with difer明 ltmoisture were stored 
in straw-bags， ina granaη， ofthe institute， and the variation in the moisture 
was studied during the time of storage， with the following results. 
The moisture of rice varies greatly， according to the season， being great-
est in June and July and least in December and J姐 uary. 百ledifference 
between the maximum and minimum moisture in the course of a year is by the 
grains of moisture of Jl % actually 3，4%， but by the grains of moisture of 
1 5 %only 1 % . The moisture of the unhulled rice varies also owing to the 
season， just like hulled rice. 
1f various kinds of rice of different moisture are stored together in a gra-
nary， the moisture gradually varies a伶ctedby the atmospheric humidity. The 
different moisture apporoach to each other and after 2 or 3 years finally 
almost coincide. The rice， that was driest， gets most water， and it is therefore 
very important to protect it from moisture while in storage. The following 
facts are veη，interesting. After 4 or 5 years the rice loses water gradually 
and becomes dry， owing to the decrease of water holding ability of the grains. 
Then it was obsel'ved that the rice， that was driest in the beginning， loses most 
water， the one， that was moist in the beginning， loses least water， and at last 
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the moisture of rice became very different according to the degree of dryness 
of the rice in the beginning. An example of the results of the expcriments is 
given in the foIlowing table. 
Table 6. 
Variation of moistu問 of也ehulled rice during 
也etlme of前orage.
A B C 
% % % 
J:muary 1917 . . . 14，14 12，78 1I.1l 
February " . . . 14，47 13，So 12.61 
March " . . .. 14，60 '3，99 12.82 
April " -・ .. .. 14，S4 14，05 13，17 
May " . . . 14.66 14，18 13.48 
June " . . . 15.02 14，13 13，74 
July " 15，28 14，72 14，37 
August " .ー '" .. 14.95 14.53 14.1l 
September " -・ .. .. 14.68 14.31 14.1l 
Octnber " -・... .. '4.9S 14，90 '4，43 
No刊 mber" . '" . 15.36 14.77 1449 
December " .. .， .. 14，O5 14.10 '4.23 
Febru'ary 1918 -・ ・ ・. '5.42 '5，35 15.28 
March -・ ・. .，. 15，42 '5，38 15，37 
April . . . '5.48 15，40 15.33 
May . . . '5，45 15.38 15.36 • 
June " -・ ・ ・ 15.43 '5.36 '5，25 
July " . . . 15，43 15.35 15，28 
August " . . . '5，53 1580 15，57 
September " . . . 1573 '5，60 15，60 
Octc前 r -・ ・ ・ 16.oS 16，03 16，07 
Nnvember " ..・・.， .. 16.02 1584 '5.78 
Decembet " -・ ・ ・ 1593 '5，87 15.83 
February 1919 -・ ・ ・ '5.53 '5，45 15，40 
March -・ ・ ・ '5，45 15，38 15，32 
April -・ー ・ ・ 15.45 15.42 15.3Z 
May " .，. .，. .. '5.33 '5，25 15，02 
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A B C 
E% 5，65 E5，b ，争2 % Juoe 1919 . . . 15，35 
July " ". . . . . 15.17 15，03 14，97 
August " .. .. .. .. .・ 15，17 14，95 14，88 
September " . . . . . 14，92 14，~ 14，55 
October " -・ ・ ・ .. .. 14，73 '4，57 '4.4'1 
November " .. ・ ・ 14.67 14，57 14，43 
December " . . . 14，65 14>47 14，45 
J組 uary 1920 . . . 14，65 14.47 14.42 
February " -・ ・ ・ 14，70 14.43 14，30 
March " -‘- 14.98 14，75 14，43 
April " . . . 15，∞ 14，67 14，4S 
May " -・ ・ ・ 15.∞ 14.53 14，47 
Juoe " . . .0 15，40 14，90 14，50 
July " . . . 15，2幅 14，80 14，30 
August . . . .  15，20 14，67 14，13 
Septelllber " . . . 14，97 14.57 13.97 
October " . . . . . 14，93 14，33 13，80 
November " . . . 14.60 14，27 13，77 
December " -・ ・ . . 14，53 14，23 13，63 
• 回
J血.uary 1921 . . . 14，47 14，13 13.50 
February " -・・ ・ ・ 14.40 14.03 13.47 
a March " -・ ・・... 14，47 14.10 13，58 
Aprii . . . . . 14，48 14，10 13，57 
May " -・. ・ ・ 14，67 14，30 13，80 
June " -・ ・ ・ ・ ・ 15，10 14，77 14>30 
July . . . 14，90 14，47 14，17 
August " . . . 14，70 14，33 1393 
September " -・ ・ ・. 14，63 14，23 lJ，77 
Octot暗r " . . . 14.50 14，15 13.67 
November " -・ .. .. 14.40 13，80 13，48 
December . . . . 1420 13，白 13，35 
J姐 U町 19Z2 . . . 14，07 13>47 13，03 
February . . . .  14，18 13，60 13，20 
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As above stated， the moisture of rice will increase in a great degree， when 
the air humidity of the granary increases， e平eciallyin June and July. For 
the storage of the hulled rice， it is therefore ve.庁 important1:0 protect it from 
moisture. To tighten the straw-bag or to dry the air in the granary by some 
equipment is for instance one method. 
From Table 6 we see however that if the rice are stored during several 
years in straw-bags and in a gran創γ，the moisture of rice decreases gradually 
during the time that they are stored， owing to the decrease of the water hold-
ing capacity itself. When rice is stored a long time， itbecomes dry and ve.ηF 
h訂d.
11. Volume weight of rice. 
KONOO6) has studied the volume weight of rice. The volume weight of 
hulled rice grains is influenced by di自己rentfactors. The relationship between 
v?lume weight and these factors are as follows: Factors causing an increase 
in volume weight are smooth seed coat， thick， round， short elliptical grains j 
the addition of small grains j mixing of large and small grains of the same 
kind; and SUll or oven drying of the unhulled rice before hulling. Factors 
which cause a decrease in volume weight are a rough seed coat j long slender 
grains j broken or shrunken grains， straw， chaff， etc j drying the hulled rice 
by the sun's heat or by means of chemicals j and the absorption of water. 
The one factor which exerts no definite influence is size of grains. ln the pre-
sent paper the effect of the season and length of time of storage on the volume 
weight of hutled rice was studied. 
The volume weight of huIled rice grains varies greatly according to the 
season j in July， August， September it is small， and in August least， and in 
January and Februarγgreat， especially in January greatest j since it is greatly 
a仔ectedby the atmospheric humidity. As in summer出eatmosphere is moist 
and hot， the volume weight of hulled rice grains becomes smaller， while in 
winter， on the contrarγ， itis dry and cool， the volume weight of the grains 
becomes gr<伺.ter. lt is well known that the volume of rice in straw-bags 
increases in May-August (wet season) and decreases in October-November 
(dry season). This fact coincides with the above results of the e勾eriments.
The foIlowing is an example of the experiments : 
From January 1917 to February 1922， 9 samp~es of hulted rice of 
“Kibiho" of different moisture was stored in straw-bags and in a granaηF 
of the institute. The volume weight of eveηr sample was taken monthly. 
The average of 9 samples covering 4 ye訂 sis given in Table 7・
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E 
t品官z 
kg kg 
85，82 85，49 
Table 7・
Vo1ume welght of hulled rice of“Kibiho円average
of 9回 mp1e自 of1917-1921. 
(Weight of a hectolitre) 
』2u eM5 ・ 〈宅p. =“ 炉=、 』82 「 炉-;炉ー、、 長 8 さ
kg 
84k，g 76
kg 
85，48 I '5，15 85，25 84，29 
~ 
~ 
84k，g 55
kg 
84，19 
The volume weight of unhulled rice varies， like hulled rice， according to 
the season. In winter it is great， especial1y in January the greatest， insummer 
small， especially in August the least. But this variation is not so much like 
that of the hulled rice， owing to the stiffness of the husks. 
When the hulled rice is stored during many years， volume weight varies 
in a great degree， according to the number of years of storage. For instance， 
according to the experiment the volume weight of rice in straw-bags泊 agra-
naη， increases gradually during 4 years generaJ1y， because the grains become 
dry year after year. But in the fifth year it decreases suddenly， because the 
grains were damaged by insects heavi1y. 
The folIowing table is an example : 
1917 
1st year 
kg 
84，02 
Table 8. 
Vo1ume wel栂.ght色。ぱfhu叫11泊edrice ofド6“‘Ki均bi血hoが"
averag，酔e。ぱf9臨 mp1es.
(Weight of a hectolil問)
1918 1919 1920 
2nd year 3rd year 4th year 
85k.g 06 
kg kg 
85.43 85，79 
IV. Water absorbing capacity and swelling 
ability in water of rice. 
1921 
5th year 
kg 
83，61 
The writer' studied thc variation of the water absoruing capJ.city回 dswdl-
ing ability in water of rice stored several years. From 1915 to 1922 several 
kinds of hulIed rice (σ'enmai) in straw-bags were stored in a granary of the 
institute. In the experiments 50 grs. of rice from eveη， bag are taken and 
soaked in water of 2S-280C for 48 hours. It is a matter of course that出e
rice grains then increase greatly in volume and weight.τne writer carried on 
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the experiments eve庁 monthduring the time of storage and found that the 
percentage of increase in weight (= water absorbing capacity) and volume 
(= sweIling ability in water) is variable according to the length of storage， as 
the foIlowing results show. 
The writer investigated the water absorbing capaci句， and the sweIling 
ability in water of rice of “Kibiho" of 9 samples (= 9 straw-bags) and 
“Shinriki" of 10 samples (= 10 straw-bags) and found that they decrease 
re思darlywith the length of storage as Table 9 shows. 
Table 9. 
Swelling ability and water ab回，rbingcapaci句 of
waもer-日oakedrice grains of 11 Kibiho"， 
Swelling ability in water Water absorbi目19cap配 ity
Time 
LeoBf Eth 
Avoerf age |付A.。Bf.C st0rage A B C A B C A. B. C 
montllS % % % 
42F，4 9 % ラ岳 ラ4 % J姐 uary 1917 0.5 39.4 46•6 42，7 29.3 33.7 34，2 32.4 
February " 1.5 42.9 45.7 46.7 45.1 31.5 33.3 33.3 32.7 
March " 2.5 46，3 49.2 49.3 48.3 32•8 35.3 35.0 34.4 
April " 3.5 43.3 44.4 43.1 43.7 30.9 31.3 32.3 31.5 
May " 4.5 42.7 45.3 44.6 44.2 30.7 31.5 31•1 31•1 
June " 5.5 39.3 42，8 41.7 41.3 28.2 31.3 31•6 30.4 
July " 6.5 40.2 40.3 38.5 39.7 29.3 29.1 28.7 29.0 
August " 7.s 39.4 41•0 41，1 40.5 27.9 21S.7 28.2 28.3 
September " 8，5 36•8 37.3 38.2 37.4 26.9 28.3 27.1 n，4 
October " 9.5 36.9 37.1 38•0 37.3 27.3 27.6 27.7 ~7.S 
November " 10，5 34.4 35.9 37.2 35.8 26.1 26.3 26.9 a6.4 
December " 11.5 36.5 37.2 37.0 36.9 26.6 27.5 27.6 27.2 
January 1918 12.5 36.4 37.6 36•6 36.9 27，3 28.3 27.4 27.7 
February " 13，5 34.8 3b.4 35.9 35.7 '27，5 28.7 28p 28，1 
March " 14.5 34.6 35.4 35.2 35.1 24.9 25.5 25，4 25.3 
April " 15.5 3:01.9 34.5 3s. 34.3 25.4 25.9 1I6.1 25.8 
May " 16.5 32.7 33.6 34，3 33.5 25.0 25.5 25.8 25，4 
June " 17.5 31•6 33.2 33.3 32.7 24，0 25，1 25.2 24.8
・
July " 18.5 32.9 33.4 34，1 33.5 24.8 25，2 25.5 25.2 
August " 19.5 32.7 32.1 32•2 32.3 24.2 24.5 24.3 24.3 
September " 20.5 3'.5 31•6 31.7 31•6 24.2 24.3 24.3 24.3 
October " 21.5 29.8 30.6 30.7 30.4 23.5 :&3.9 23，9 23，8 
November 
" 
22.5 32•0 31.9 32，2 32•0 24.4 24.5 24.5 24.5 
注目nlber
" 
23.5 30.7 31，3 31，4 31，1 24.3 24，4 24，S 24，4 
February 1919 25，5 3Z•1 32，S 32.9 32，S 24.7 24.7 24.8 24.7 
March " 26，S 3'，5 31，7 32，1 31，8 24，0 24，2 24.3 24.Z 
ー
ー
• 
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Swelling ahihty in water Water ab同rbingcapacity 
Length 
Time 。f Av円efrase Aveりrfaεe 
storage A B C A B C 
A.B.C A.B.C 
町田ths ラ4 % % '‘ 24ラ4.6 2496 ， 2494 ，8 % Aprll 1919 27，5 34，0 31，2 31，7 3'，3 24，7 
May " 28，5 31，7 32，0 32，2 32，0 2.4，5 24，5 24，7 24，6 
June " 勾，5 30，6 30，9 31，3 30，9 23，8 24，0 24，0 23，9 
July " 30，5 32，5 33.3 34，1 33，3 25，3 25，7 25，7 25，6 
Augu武 " 3'，5 3'，4 31，0 3'，8 31，7 24，5 2"，6 24，7 24，6 
September " 32，5 30，6 31， [ 31，0 30，9 24，5 24，6 24，5 24，5 
Octnber 、 33，S 30，6 3[，0 31，4 31，0 24，6 24，4 24，7 24，6 
November " 34，5 30，3 30，7 30，9 30，6 24，2 24，1 24，5 24，3 
December " 35，5 29，1 29，3 29，9 29.4 23，3 23，0 23，4 23，2 .
J組 uaヴ 1920 36，5 29，4 29，[ 29，4 29，3 23，6 23，7 23，7 23，7 
February " 37.5 29，3 29，0 29，6 29，3 23，2 23，3 23，6 23.4 
March " 38，5 26，6 27，7 :18，1 27.5 22，7 22，9 22，9 22，8 
April " 39.5 28，0 28，0 28，2 28，[ 22，6 22，7 22，8 22，7 
May " 相、5 29，1 29，9 29，9 29，6 23，9 24，0 勾，2 24，0 
Ju田 " 41，$ 29，8 30，2 30，4 30，1 24，3 24，4 24，4 d量4，4
July " 42，S 28，7 29，0 29，9 29，2 23，9 23，7 23，7 23，8 
August " 43，5 28，6 29，1 29，0・ 28，9 23，8 23，7 23，6 23，7 
September " 44，5 28、8 29，3 29.4 . 29，2 23，3 23，2 23，3 23，3 
October " 45，S 29，1 29，9 30，1 29，7 23，1 23，3 23，3 23，2 
Novernber " 46，5 29，4 29，7 30，3 29，8 23，[ 23，1 23，3 23，2 
De田rnber " 47.5 29，5 30，0 30.4 29.9 23，1 23，1 23，3 23，2 
January '921 48，S 29.5 30，0 30，S 30，0 23.2 23.1 23.3 23，2 
February " 49，S 27，9 
2a，2 28，6 28，2 23，2 23，3 23，3 23，] 
March " 50，S 28，1 28.3 28.4 28，3 22，9 23.0 23，2 23，0 
April " 51.S 27，6 27，S 27，6 27，6 2~.9 23.1 23.2 23，1 
May " S2，S 27，2 27，4 27，8 27，S 23，0 23，0 23，2 23，1 
June " S3，S 27，0 27，1 27，4 27，2 22，8 23，0 23，] 23，0 
July " 54.S 27，[ 27，3 27，9 27，4 22，9 23.3 23，3 23，2 
August " 55.5 26，4 27，1 27，6 27，0 23，2 23，1 23，0 23，1 
September " S6，5 27，8 28，2 27，7 27，9 24，S 24，1 24.0 24，1 
Octnber " 57.5 28，3 
28，8 28，6 28，6 24，6 24.6 24，8 2も7
November " S8.S 28.4 28，4 29.2 28，7 24.8 2S，0 25.0 24.9 
De偲ml理r " 59，S 30，6 30.2 31，6 30，8 26，4 26，2 26，4 26，4 
J組 uary 1922 60，S 31.3 3
'
，4 32，0 31，6 25.8 21¥，0 26，5 26，[ 
February " 61，S 30，6 30，7 30.9 30，8 24.S 24，S 24，4 24，S 
The description of the results about “Shinriki" is omitted here entirely 
because the results about “Shinriki" are just like them about “Kibiho" in 
Table 9・
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As is above stated， the water absorbing capacity and swelling ability in 
water of rice grains， which are stored in straw-bags， decreases regularly with 
the length of storage. Let x be the number of month， during which the rice 
grains a:re stored， let y be the percentages of increase in volume or weight and 
let a and n be constants， then there will result the following equation: 
y = axn. 
By experiments and calculations the constants a and n can be determined. 
Take any hulled rice in storage. If the percentages of increase in volume or 
weight of grains in water are investigated， then the number of months of sto-
rage of the rice grains can be easily found by the equation， which were deter:" 
mined. By the writer's experiments and calculations about “Kibiho" and 
“Shinriki " the following equations in Table 10 are obtained : 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3・
4. . 
5・
6. 
Sample!l' 
X必ilzo A (average of 3 samples) 
" B " 
" C . 
Table 10. 
y = axn. 
Moistu問。f
rice in the 
beginning 
of storage 
% 
14，14 
'2.78 
， '，11
" (average of No. l-Nι3) 12，68 
Shinriki A (average of 3 samples) '4・53
. B (a相暗~of 4 samples) 12，1 
" C (average of 3 samples) 1，0 
" (a胃 rageof No. 4-No. 6) 12，57 
EquatioDS 
Swe1ing abi均 Iw…Mcap田ity
)1_52，43.%-0;154 )1 = 33，90 .% -0，081] 
JI'" 57，03.% -0.17' )1=36，70.%-0，107 
y・5，88.%-0.1“ )1= 36，44 .% -0，103 
)1= 54，94.% -0，160 )1=35，73.%-0，明 3
)1=45.3 .%-0..... )1=32，86.%-0，1回S
)1'" 5 1 ，36 .%-0.154 )1 = 36， 72.% -0.133 
Y圃 52，57.% -0.1578 )1=38，36.%一。，叫51
)1=50，75.%-0.1506 )1= 36.69.% -0，13 
Note.“Kibiho" are stor官din the space of five yea国 and“Shinriki" thre years. 
Beyond question the moisture of rice grains has an effect upon the water 
absorbing capacity and swelling ability， as may already be known， but this 
effect is much less than that caused by the length of storage. In the following 
table the writer will show the relationship between the moisture of rice and the 
water absorbing capacity and sweIing ability. 
ー
' 
• 
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Table 1 I.
Relationぬipbetween the moisture of rice and也ewa加r
absorbing and swelling ability of " Kibiho'う
Average of 9 s田nples.
百rear 1 Moistu問 I S岡山of luled rice Y cap血ify
ラ4 ヲー % 
1917. 1st year of storage… 14，2 41.1 29.9 
1918， 2nd " " " . . . 15，6 3.3 25，3 
1919.3rd " " " . . . 15.0 31.4 24.4 
1920，4th " " " . . . 14，6 29，3 23.4 
19ZI. 5th " " " . . . 14，2 28，3 23，7 
From the above table it is seen that， notwithstanding the moisture of rice 
decreases yearly， but the sweiling ability and water absorbing capacity of rice 
do not increase， on the contrary they decrease regularly with the length of 
time. It shows that the effect of moisture is much less than that of length 
of storage. 
The writer investigated the seasonal variation of the water absorbing 
capacity and sweIing ability of water soaked hulled rice of “Kibiho" and 
“Shinriki " with the following results : 
Table 12. 
Mon出 yvariation of也ewater absorbing capaciセyand
swelling ab出町 of也.ehulled rice of 11 Kibiho勺
average of 9 samples and 6 y伺rs.
宮
4民E  由2 』=u 担  ー-〈h z-h =伺炉量、 ヤωロヨ『 【』争=『、 〈& 国 t 与8 
ラ4 % ラ6 % ラ4 % 
3% 2.6
% % % 
Swelling ability 34，4 34，2 34，2 3.0 3.4 32，4 32.1 31.4 31.4 
Water absorbing capacity 26，4 26.4 25.9 25.6 宮5.625.3 25.4 24.8 24.7 24.8 
% 3FE6 ， 31，4 
24.7 24.9 
According to Table 12 the water absorbing capacity and swelling abiIty 
of rice decrease regularly and notwithstanding the seasonal variation in the 
moisture (see 1)， the swelling ability and water absorbing capacity vary .only 
slightly with the season. From the above described facts the conclusion is 
reached that the decrease of the water absorbing ability and swelling capacity 
of the water soaked rice is caused mainly by ageing. 
PAYEN8) found that， when wheat， rye， barley and oats are moistened， the 
percentage of increase in volume is greater than that of the weight. The 
writer observed also the same fact about rice. When rice is soaked in water 
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as above stated， the percentage of increase in volume is much greater than. 
that of the weight， asTable 13 shows. 
Table 13. 
Compa.rison of出epercentage of lncrea.田 involume a.nd 
也atin weigh色ofhulled rice soa.ked in wa.旬r.
Avera.ge of 9昌国nplesof “Kibiho" a.nd 
10凪 mplesof“Shinriki ". 
1st year of stor:lge I 2nd year of storage I 3rd year of storage 
Swelling ability 
Water absorbing capacity 
NQti国: See Table 1. 
% 
40.7 
28.6 
% 
33.3 
25.2 
% 
31•0 
24.0 
It may be added that the decrease in swelling ability and water absorbing 
capacity，ぉ aboveexplained， ismainly caused by the ageing of the colloidal 
substances of the rice， asthe same phenomena may be seen in other colloidal 
materials. 
V. Hardness of riω. 
The hardness of the grains is one of the important properties of rice. 
When the hardness of the grains is increased， the keeping quality is improved， 
and in producing white rice the material lost is decreased. It is well known， 
that the hardness is affected by the moisture in a great degree. If the mois-
ture of rice is small， then the hardness is increased. An example for it is as 
follows: This was determined in the following manner. 19 samples of hulled 
rice，“Kibiho" and “Shinriki" with di日erentmoisture， soon after harvest 
were tested by Kitao's instrument. When a grain i~ broaken under pressure 
the pressure weight is taken as hardness. 
The hardness is generally denoted by kg. 
The following results were obteined. 
Table 14. 
Rela.tionship be色weenthe moisture and出e
ha.rdness of rice gra.ins， 1917. 
Kibiho 蜘… 13.84 13.29 13.27 12，60 12.48 1.56 
Hardness (kg)' 5.396 5.867 5.932 5.879 5.793 6.236 6.086 
Shinriki 
Moisture (%) 15.12 14.65 14.49 14.22 13.70 13.58 12.67 
Hardness (kg) 5.438 5，750 6.736 6.487 7.18 6.887 7.143 
10.94 10.84 一
5.993 7.154 
12.15 12.27 12，21 
6.678 6.780 6.971 
ー
ー
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Heretofore the relationship between the duration of storage and the hard-
ness of the grains has been undetermined， as no experiment has been made. 
The id白 prevails，that the hardness of rice stored in stra w-bags decreases as it 
becomes older， which is incorrect. For the first and two or three years the 
hardness of the grains does d民 r田 sebut after several years it increases again， 
as Table 15 shows. 
Table 15. 
Hardness of rice grains，“Kibiho "， a.vera.ge of 9凶ra.w-ba.gs.
1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 
1st year of storage 2nd year of storage 3rd year of storage 4th year of storage 5th year of storage 
kg kg kg 
5k，g E8
kg 
5，25 4，78 4，10 5.39 
According to the season， the hardness of rice grains varies greatly; from 
July to September it is least， from November to January or February greatest; 
since it is greatly affected by the atmospheric humidity.τne variation of 
hardness of the grains according to the season can be seen in Table 16. 
Table 16. 
Ha.rdness of rice grains in every month，“Kibiho"・
80rt 
E 
同
4E 
3 
dEu eh
g 
， 
E 
宅~ =炉何= 
、 1 -』砂2・、、 E E J8 
0 8 
kg 56|:利払|為2 4k.z 875 kg 4k.g 85E kg kg kg 5k，g 282 Kibiho1) I ~:54 4，915 4.839 5.151 5.159 
Note. 1) Averaεe of 9 samplω∞，vering 5 years， 1917-1921. 
VI. Material lost by polishing rice. 
The material lost by polishing (skin山 g)rice is one of the problems of 
storage. Generally it is thought that the material lost by polishing increases 
in a gr回 tdegree with the length of the fiIne of storage， ifthe hulled rice is 
stored in straw-bags and in a gr却 MγButaccording to the experiment，正
the rice is stored without the damage of insects and mould， the material lost 
does not increases， rather it decreases with the length of time of storage， be-
cause the grains will get drier and harder the longer it is stored. 
According to the season， the material lost by polishing varies greatly. 
In July and August it is greatest and from December to February least， 
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because it is greatly affected by the atmospheric humidity as shown by the 
folIowing examples : 
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Table 17. 
Materiallo民 bypolishing of hulled rice. 
(% in Weight) 
。 。
? ?
? ?
? ?
? ?
』? ?
? ? ?
? 』 。 。
% 
6.~6 
? ? ???????〈??????』 ? ?
??
?
』』
?????
?
" Month 
Sort "'-
% 
7.71 
% 
7.29 
% 
7.08 239 ラ46.65 Kibihol) 
4，84 6.42 6.95 10.69 8.48 7.33 6.86 8.60 7.01 5.68 Slu'"げRi2)
Average of 9 Samples C(wering 4 yea四.
" 10" "2 ， 
From the point of view of the material lost by poIishing it is important to 
keep the rice dry and protect it against insects and mould during while in 
storage and also not to polish it in summer. So far as the loss in polishing is 
concerned limit of length of time for storage may be not taken into account. 
" 
Note. 1) 
2) 
Germination power of rice. 
In 1916 and 1917 the effect of time of storage on germination was studied. 
The rice was stored in straw-bags as usual in a granaη， ofthe institute. The 
results of the experiments are given in Table 18. 
VIL 
Tab!e 18. 
Germination prower of ri叩.
A. 
unhulled rice 
Shinriki勾五=トご竺p1目 Ihulled rice Shinrikil) 11m氾ー~、~
• 
Note 
" 
" 
1) Average of 
Samples of9 
straw.bags 
2) 1 Sample 
% 
96.3 
92.3 
88.3 
82.8 
80.3 
4..5 
12.3 
10.0 
， 、?
。 。
，，，?????
% 
95.6 
94.7 
63.5 
54.2 
11.3 
9.5 
0.6 
。
。
。
April 
May 
]une 
July 
August " 
September" 
October " 
November" 
h 倒 nber" 
1祖国ry1917 
February " 
1916 
" 
。
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B. 
コ~坦土:_I 山 E吋巾耐叫いj(:陥叫叩c伐叫tバ必K町ib凶i日h川1n叫州r円川訓3刊尚Eり}Ihul凶副1訓此1出le…
I %伶 I %. I 
}組閣ary 1917 … …I 95，7 + 1，4 I ー I 1) Av町 agenf 
February "…… I 95，6+久J I 94，8 + 2，0 I Sampl目。f9
March "……|伊，3+ 5，7 I 93，3 + 2，5 I straw.bags 
April " 97，2 + 0，8 95，8 + 1，9 2) Average of 
May " 95，7 + 1，4 94，2 + 1，3 
June " 75ρ+ 5，5 80，9 + 4，1 straw.bBgS 
July " 81，4 + 3，8 72，6 + 4，0 
August " 24，6 + 33 33，3 + 3， 
September" 2，8 + 1，5 4，2 + 0，9 
仁)Ctober " 0，1 + 0，1 。+0，1 
November " 。 。
・ Defnrn官dgermination. 
The above table shows that the hulled rice in straw-bags retains their ger-
mination power until May more than 95% gぽminating，.but from June-July 
it decreases; in June-July the germination power is ca 白ー80~ ， in August 
[1 -30%， inSeptember only 5-10%， inOctober less than [% and in No-
vember 0%. The germination period ，ofhulled rice in straw-bags in a granary 
is民arcelyone year. 
The germination power of unhulled rice is retained longer than that of 
hulled rice. However it decreases from June-August graduaJly， inSeptem-
ber suddenly and in October more markedly. 1n October the germination 
power is [2~ and in November-February less than 10係.
From the point of view of the germination power the hot season， especiaト
ly August-September， isthe dangerous time for the storage of rice. By this 
study about storage the writer found also that some kinds of enzymes in the 
rice grains， diastase， lipase and peroxidase lose their activity in July--August 
suddenly. A description about it is omitted here entirely. 
vm. Other qualiti倒 ofrice. 
1n this study of storing rice， the writer also investigated some other 
qualities of rice: weight of [，α)() grains， volume-increase of rice boiled in a 
kettle， taste of boiled rice， viscosity of rice pぉteand activities of several kinds 
of enz戸nesin rice. These qualities vary in a great degree during the time 
of storage. The results of these investigations are r叩ortedbriefly in the 
following. 
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The variation of weight of 1，α)() grains is chiefly a除ctedby the variation 
of moisture of rice， which according to the season varies greatly. In spring 
and summer the weight of rice grains remains constantly or sometimes it 
increases slightly， inautumn and winter it decreases. Materiallost by respira-
tion and damages by i郎氏tsand rnicro-organisms has also a great efi民 tupon 
the decrease of the weight of grains. Generally speaking the weight of出e
rice grains decreases gradually while in storage， because the grains become 
drier and the material lost by several causes increases after long storage. The 
variation of the weight of unhulled rice is same as that of the hulled rice. 
When the white rice is boiled in a kettle its volume increases greatly. 
The percentage of increase in volume of boiled rice to the original volume of 
fVolume of boiled rice-Volume of white rice 、
white dcelVolume ofwhitedce ×I∞幻 iscalled 
" Kamabue ". The relationship between “Kamabue" and the length of time 
of storage was studied. Several kinds of rice stored in straw-bags being USed' 
“Kamabue " of rice increases regularly with the length of time of s旬rage，as 
the following table shows. 
Table 19. 
Ka.mabue. 
• 1917 1918 1919 1920 
Samples I 1styear of 2nd year of 3rd year of 4th year of 
storage storaεe storage storage 
% Z269，6 6 % % 1) Sltinriki (抑噌of9 samples) 122，0 129，4 
2) Ki6iho " 16，2 120，7 126，1 126，0 
3) Shinriki (a開rageof 10 samples) 13，1 123，1 127，1 
Note. 1) These samples are harvested in 1915. 
2) 3)" " " " " 1916. 
It would seem that the swelling ability of hulled rice io water (see IV)， 
and the increases in volume of boiled rice “Kamabue" would go hand to 
hand， but the reverse is true. 
The taste of boiled rice deteriorates gradually during the years of storage. 
Especially in summer the taste deteriorates suddenly. The writer's expぽi-
ments as well as common opinion prove that，合omthe point of view of taste of 
boiled rice， two or three years are the maximum length of time allowed for 
storlng the hulled rice grains in straw-bags. It is safe to say that the deterio-
ration in the taste of the rice is due to physical and chemical changes in the 
properties of the rice， damage by insects， mould and other causes. A hot and 
wet se酪 onaccelerates the deterioration in the ta:ste， hence rice in storage 
should be kept c∞1 and dry. 
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Good rice is sticky but bad one on the contrary is poor in the glutinous 
element and this quality i'> the most important one regarding the taste of 
cooked rice. To determine the re1ationship between this quality of rice and 
the length of time of storage the viscosity of the rice p邸 teof the several kinds 
of rice stored in straw-bags during a period of several years was studied. 
According to the results of the experiments the viscosity of the rice paste 
decreases suddenly during summer， and especially after the lapse of three 
summers the viscosity of the paste decreases in a great degree. As is weII 
known， the taste of cooked rice is much affected by its stickiness and the 
stickiness of the rice can be determined by the viscosity of the rice paste. The 
experiment prov白 thatthe deterioration of the taste and decreation of viscosity 
of rice p部 tego hand to hand and that from the points of view the safety 
limit of duration of storage of hulled rice in straw-bags in a common gr釦 ary
is perhaps two years. 
1X. Rational method of storing hulled rice grains. 
The deterioration of qualities of rice takes place graduaIIy during the time 
that it is storeQ. Particularly in a hot season， June -September it takes 
place in a great degree. The problem of storage is therefore especiaIIy im-
portant for the storage of rice in summer or in a tropical region. For the 
storage of hulIed rice it is veη， important to dry the grains at the harvest-time， 
but also to protect them from moisture during the time of storage， tocool the 
grains and the granary air in summer and to keep insects in check. Air tight 
should be a good condition for the storage1J• To satisかtheseconditions it is 
of first importance to make the situation， construction and aηangements of a 
granary rational in order to keep the granary a仕 alwayscool and dry. The 
situation on an elevation， an enclosure with trees， fhick walIs and roof， good 
ventiIation but smaII windows， high roofing and flooring， air drying and cool-
ing arrangements etc， are the important items to be studied for the construc-
tion of a granaηヘ
One of the questions about storing rice is the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the use of straw-bags which a陀 usedonly in Japan. 百lestraw-bags 
are veη， convenient for transportation， shipping and piIeing up， but are not 
weII adapted for the protection of rice from atmospheric moisture and keeping 
out insects. For storing rice in safety， the improvement of bags is veη， im-
portant and the use of a strong japanese plper bag inside of the straw-bags is， 
according to the writer' s experiment. fait Iy e仔ectualfor storing rice. Strong 
tightening of straw-bags is also veη， important for the protection of rice from 
moisture. An another unsolved question is that， which is better， a straw-bag 
or a jute-bag for the storage of rice， and this must be studied from the point of 
view of keeping of g'∞d qualities of rice， convenience and economy. 
• 
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百lestoring of huIled rice is very common in Japan， while in foreign coun-
tries only unhulled rice is stored. Unhulled rice can be stored in safety as a 
matter of cause. Not very long ago it was common to store unhulled rice in 
Japan as a provision against shortage. The method of storing unhulled rice 
might be studied further. 
White rice is very rarely stored in Japan， because the deterioration of 
quality takes place more rapidly than that of hulled rice. The sale of white 
rice is much more profitable to the farmer than the sale of either hulled rice or 
unhulled， therefore the problem of storage of white rice is important to the 
farmer. 
The drying of the grains and their protection from the moisture are the 
foundamental conditions for the storing rlce， as already stated. There are 
many ways of drying the rice; drying by the sun's heat; drying by means of 
chemicals; dηring in an oven; drying before hulling or drying after hulling. 
The drying by heat of the sun before hulling is the most common， easy and 
economical method in Japan， but in some localities as in N ot}:h-Japan， the 
dηring by the sun's heat is not enough， and the drying in an oven is necessaηん
To dry the grains too much， the taste of boiled rice is but to deteriorate. 
According to the writer' s opinion a moisture of [3 % or less should be suitable 
for the storing of hulled rice grains. 
For the protection of the rice from atmospheric moisture an air-tight 
appartment is the best. It keeps the insects in check absolutely. Once the 
writer sealed hulled rice and Calandra 0ヴ'zaetogether in a bottle hermeti-
cally， but leaving enough air inside of the bottle. It was observed that these 
insects did not increase in the least and the rice grains were preserved for a 
long while in a good condition. The sealing of a granary hermetically is in 
practice very di伍cultbut making a silo or a tin can・forrice is not so dificult. 
Summary. 
1) In Japan at p問 sentthe storage of rice is caロiedout generally in the state 
of huIled rice. The hulled rice， however， being much damaged by insects 
and mould， itis a ve庁 importantproblem to study a rational method 
of storing. 
2) From [9 [5 until to day the writer has studied the problem of storing 
rice， particularly about the change of physical properties of hulled rice 
during the time of storage. The several kinds of rice were stored in a 
granaηr of the Ohara-Institute. 
3) The temperature of }叫ledrice in a straw-bags is always different from 
the granary temperature. In summer and autumn the former is higher 
than the latter generaIly， but in the upper part of a great granary it is 
' 
J 
， 
唖
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just contrary， because the air temperature increases much more th組 the
rice temperature with the height in a granary. 
4) In winter and spring， on the contra庁 to(3); the rice temperature is 
always lower than the granary temperature and in the upper part of a 
great granaη， it issame. 
5) As the granary and rice temperatu間出esvery much with the height， it
is veη， important in the hot season by good ventilation or some other 
equipments to prevent the increase of temperature in the upper part of 
the granary. 
6) The temperature of rice varies mainly with the air temperature of the 
granary， but the moisture of rice and also several kinds of insects in the 
straw-bags play a great rol in the raising of the rice temperature. 
7) The humidity of the air in a granary decreases with the increase of 
height and it is important by some equipments to drγthe air in the lower 
part of the granary. 
8) According to the season， the moisture of rice grains varies greatlYi in 
June and July it is greatest， and in December and January least; since it 
is greatly affected by the atmospheric humidiザ・
9) If various kinds of rice of di侮rentmoisture are stored together， itwill 
be seen that their moisture gradually changes apporoaching to each other 
and finally almost coinciding， but after several years the rice grains lose 
water gradually and become dry. In this case it 'is observable that the 
rice， that was in the beginning driest lost most water. At last the mois-
ture of rice grains becomeS veη， different according to the degree of dry-
ness o( the grains in the beginning. 
10) If耐 isstored a long time in stra吋 agsin a granary， its moisture 
decreases gradually during the years that they are stored. 
1 1) The volume weight of hulled rice grains varies greatly according to the 
S白 soniin July， August， September it is small， especially in August 
least， and in January and February great， es戸ciallyin January greatest. 
Since it is greatly affected by the atmospheric humidity. 
12) In general， the volume weight of hulled巾 egrains increases graduaIly 
during the time of storage. When the grains were damaged by insects 
however， their volume weight decreases suddenly. 
13) 百lewater absorbing capacity and swel1ing ability in ¥Vater of rice， which 
is stored in straw-bags， decreases regularly with the length of storage. 
14) Let % be the number of months， during which the rice grains are stored， 
let y be the percentages of increase in volume or weight and let a and 1 
be constants， then there will result the foIlowing equation; y = a%帽.
15) By experiments and calculations the constants a and n can be deter-
mined. Take any hulled grains in storage. If the percentage of increase 
in volume or weight of grains in water are i~vestigated， then the number 
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of months of storage of the rice grains can be easily found by the equa-
tion， which were determined. 
16) When rice grains are soaked in water， the percentage of increase in 
volume is much greater than that of weight. 
17) 官lemoisture of rice grains has an efi民 tupon the water absorbing 
capacity and swelling ability， asmay already be known， but this effect 
is much more slight than that caused by the length of storage. 
18) Notwithstanding the seasona1 variation in the moisture of the grains， the 
water absorbing capacity and the swe1Iing ability of water soaked rice 
gr必nsvaries only in the least degree with the season. 
19) 官lehardness of the rice kernels stored in straw-bags decreases with the 
lapse of time， during the first 2ー 3years， but after several years it increa-
S白 agatn.
2吋 Accordingto the season， the hardness of巾egrains varies greatly， since 
it is greatly effected by the atmospheric humidity. In ]uly-September 
it is least， November-February greatest. 
2 [) The material lost by polishing the rice grains decreases with the length 
of storage， when the rice is stored without the damage by insects and 
mould. 
22) According to the season， the material lost by polisrung varies gr伺t1y.
In ]uly and August it is greatest and in December-February least， 
because it is great1y e能ctedby the atmospheric humidity . 
. 23) The hulled rice in straw-bags keep its germination power until出enext 
May 戸市ct1y;in ]uneー Julythe germination power decreases to 60-
80%， inAugust to 11 -30~る， in September to 5 -[Q係 andin October 
to less than 1 %. The longevity of the kernels is scarcely one year. 
24) “Kamabue" of rice increases regularly with the length of time of sto-
rage. It seems回江the“Kamabue" and swelling abi1ty of the water 
soaked rice should go hand to hand， but both qualities are just出e
contrary. 
25) Besides， the writer studied the vari試ionsof weight of 1，000 grains， taste 
of cooked rice， viscosity of rice-paste and activities of several kinds of 
enzymes， during the time of storage. 
26) For the storage of hulled rice it is very加portantto dry the grains at 
first， toprot民 tit from moisture during the time of storage， tocool the 
grains and the granar}' air in summer and keep the insects in check. 1tir 
tight appa此mentsare a good condition for the storage. In order to泊 tisか
these conditions the situation and construction of the granary， improve-
ment of bags， kinds of rice， method of drying must be studied further. 
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